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Earthquakes

●Very complex phenomenon
●Long preparation phase
●Changes of physical parameters
●Over a large surface
●Large energy release



  

Litho–Iono-Magnetosphere couplings and 
Earthquake monitoring

How Earthquakes can couple with Ionosphere and Magnetosphere 

Thermal Infrared Rad.
(months)

Total Elect. Content
and GPS disturbances

(days)

Particle Burst
(hours)



  

Litho–Ionosphere coupling: an example



  

Lithosphere-Magnetosphere: a possible coupling 
mechanism 

Earthquake preparation area

VLF waves propagation
into the ionosphere

VLF waves interact with Van Allen
belts particle, change pitch angle 
and lower mirror points

The particle perturbation
propagates: latitude bouncing  
longitude drifts 

Van Allen Belts



  

Lithosphere-Magnetosphere: a possible coupling 
mechanism 

After the  lowering of 
mirror points
the perturbed belt 
can be detected by
a satellite on a lower 
orbit as a 
sudden increase in 
the particle count 
rate

Fidani C. and Battiston R., 2008, NHESS 8, 1277

Example of particle burst



  

A test of the VLF-belts interaction

●CNES-CNRS mission DEMETER  (Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions 
Transmitted from Earthquake Regions) June 2004-Dec 2010, 
●Combined wave and particle observations from the DEMETER satellite
●ICE: electric field ULF-VLF measurements
●IDP: electron flux 60-600keV
●Injection of e.m. waves with the NWC ground-based transmitter
●Found enhancements in the 100–600 keV drift-loss cone electron fluxes  directly 
linked to NWC operation and ionospheric absorption.



  

A test...

Australia

Japan



  

A test of ....

SAA Induced precipitation



  

Early measurements of MeV electrons

● 1980s-90s missions for trapped particle studies
● MARIA-MARIA2 (SALYUT 7) electrons  20-200MeV
● ELECTRON (METEOR 3)  electrons >30MeV
● GAMMA, electrons >50MeV
● SAMPEX/PET electrons 4-15 MeV
●They found electron bursts, and search for time correlation with powerful Eqs
●In the time-difference distribution an excess is found at 4.0hours 



  

Early measurements of MeV electrons

Typical MeV electron burst



  

Early measurements of MeV electrons

Eq Magnitude
Note: one has to associate a
L shell to the Earthquake
L

EQ
= L coordinate at a given 

COUPLING HEIGH above the 
epicenter

Main parameters for event selection



  

Early measurements of MeV electrons

Time correlation: the time difference between the considered electron bursts and Eqs
 



  

Early measurements of MeV electrons

They optimized the results
for the Coupling height



  

 New SAMPEX  data analysis

● New analysis of the SAMPEX/PET data
● They found difference related to the operational mode of the instruments

(ORR,MOR,RPM modes)
●They found correlation between EQ and electron busts in the energy range

4-15MeV, at 4.0hours



  

 New SAMPEX  data analysis (II)

The used data, approx 1 year 



  

Burst Search in Cells

Spurious Background 
filtering

L
eme

: supposed VLF waves-particle

coupling   height 

 New SAMPEX  data analysis 



  

 New SAMPEX  data analysis 



  
The ARINA  spectrometer measures proton and lepton (electron and 
positron, without charge separation) fluxes in energy ranges 4-30 MeV for 
leptons and 30-100 MeV for protons. 



  

Current Studies: POES Satellites 

● We searched  for correlations between low energy electrons (E > 0.3 MeV)
 precipitation  and earthquakes with magnitude above 5 Richter scale

●NOAA Polar Orbit Environment Satellites 15-16-17-18(-19) 
●We used a large data sample: 

the electron data of POES 15,16,17 and 18 satellites collected during 13 years
18 thousands M>5 earthquakes  in the NEIC catalog of the U.S. Geological
 Survey

●Relatively low energy electrons
●Very good time and space coverage 

.



  

Current Studies: POES 
●Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) on board of POES  satellites
●8 solid-state detectors for  protons and electrons in  an energy range from 30 keV to few

 hundreds MeV.
●Electrons detectors: 700 μm thick silicon devices:

25mm2 sensitive area; 
±30deg opening angle collimator;
0.1 cm2sr geometric acceptance;



  

POES data analysis
●First analysis step: search for Particle Burst
●Search for Particle Burst in three-dim (time-L-pitch)
●For each cell the Particle Burst (PB) defined as electrons counting rate having

a probability <1% to be a  background fluctuation
● SAA excluded with a condition on magnetic field
●All the geomagnetic field related quantities calculated with IGRF as a function 

of the time



  

POES data analysis 
● Second step: search for Composite Bursts(CB):

Single Particle Burst very close in time are grouped
●Event selection: 

(I) each CB should have a conjoint in the opposite hemisphere
(II) Delta L (Mc Laughlin) between Earthquake and CB should be < 0.1
(III)Spurious Events filtering (Ap and SID)

●Then Time Correlation distribution



  

POES data analysis



  

POES data analysis

● Evidence for a correlations between earthquakes and particle bursts has 
been found
●only using  the highest energy bin (E>300 keV) of the zenith pointing (0deg ) 
MEPED electron telescope (no lower energy, no protons)
●The relatively low energy of the electrons and small geometric factor of the 
detector might explain the small efficiency of the search
●NOTE: In the case of 300keV electrons with L parameter of 1.3, the drift velocity is in the 
order of 2.7 km/s, namely their total drift period around the earth takes four hours.  It follows 
that the observed correlation can be interpreted differently if, before being  detected by the 
satellite, the particle burst would travel less or more than one orbit.  In the first case the 
correlation is observed following the earthquake, while in the second case the perturbation 
event would anticipate the earthquake by about three hours
●A detailed simulation of the Earth magnetic field and particle back-
tracing is needed.



  

Current Studies: SEPS 



  



  

SEPS Approaches 



  

SEPS example



  

SEPS : results on POES data

●The event excess previously found has  been analyzed with 
the back trace  method.

●For each pair Earthquake-Particle  Burst, it has been investigated
the possibility to origin in the EQ location. 

●The back trace inputs are:
-Latitude, longitude and height of the satellite
-FOV direction  in respect of the local field line

●Among 25 events in the (delay plot) excess bin 16 can be originated
from the correlated Eq location.

●The left 8 pairs  are compatible with the expected background
●The POES data analysis indicates the importance of the local

Pitch angle measurement.



  

China Seismological Experiment Satellite (CSES)

LEPD <0.110 MeV electrons (Institute of High Energy Phyiscs, CAS)
HEPD < 50 MeV el., < 500 MeV p (INFNBologna,INFNPerugia)
Electric Field Detector(INFNRoma,Tor Vergata, INFNRoma3, CISASPadova)



  

Recent screenshot of INFN web-page with the news about the agreement between
 the Agenzia Spaziale Italiana and the  China National Space Administration on CSES 



  

CSES :The High Energy Particle Detector

Currently also a version without magnet is under consideration



  

CSES:The High Energy Particle Detector



  

CSES:The High Energy Particle Detector

W.Burger

Sampex had 1.7 cm2sr



  

CSES :The High Energy Particle Detector

W.Burger



  

CSES :The High Energy Particle Detector

W.Burger
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